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OBITUARY: DOCTOR BERNARD LEVY

Bernard Levy, who died last autumn (1993) spent almost all of his retirement at his house in
He had been professionally interested in fruit and flowers, and in
Whitchurch Hill.
retirement took great pleasure in his own flowers and fruit trees especially. his vine.
He had been an enthusiastic and well-informed ämateur archaeologist from the thirties on and
Was an early member of S.O.A.G. He was a keen supporter of event and expeditions and
attended meetings until increasing physical difficulties confined him more or less to the

house.
He was also a strong supporter of BBONT, and did many jobs protecting the surroundings

and the local flora.

Bernard's keenest interest was surely music - both as a performer and listener. Fíe went to
classes, practised assiduously, and played his recorder with friends until the very last. He
was an interesting and stimulating companion at evening and concerts at the Oratory School
and other local events and festivals.
Bernard was a kind and courteous friend to many people of all ages and conditions as was
clear by the attendance at his funeral.
He is much missed.

J.A.W.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT FOR 1992-3
site at
We have again been out in the field a good deal this year attending to our Roman
Gatehampton where we hope to continue our work this coming season.
are
Our membership remains steady at around 140 and we now have more members who
oldest
our
Lynne,
professional archaeologists. Unhappily, we have had two sad losses: Eve
member, and Carol Quartermaine. We extend our sympathy to their families.

Fieldwork and other activities
and üncomfortable days last March in Barrcw Field,
Gatehampton, examining the narrow cable trenches dug by Thames Water. There were
Tim
number of flints and features which we recorded, arid the QAU sent Chris Long to help
barrow.
of
a
drawing
in
a
contour
Allen with thè section drawing, resulting
We spent

12 extremely wet

We then moved to Gravel FIeld where Mr Cloke had given us pernission to fieldwalk
intensively. This yielded plenty of Roman tile and pottery from the uncultivated area
laid oùr grid.
kadjacent t the. farm sho'p) over which
.

Jeep Orbons, a Dutch colleague of SOAG member Derek Vauglan, spert tWo days with us in
work
August, trying out some resistivity surveying equipment. It was most efllightening to
We
days.
for
5
us
with him ançI learn his technique. This and other fièldwalking occupied
móre
do
to
hope
carried out a further geophysical sufycy with Derek Vaughan in January and
in the future,
.

Last summer two OAG members and a barrow specialist walked a mound near Henley which
may be the remains of a harrow and on another day we examined the win4mill stump on
Nuffield Gif Course. Various members have been out recording old cast-.iroh signposts.

A phone-call in January took us to Woodcote to Three Bears Cottage where a hole had
suddenly appeared on the garden boundary. There appears to have been- pressure from a new
reservoir being constructed on the top of the hill above the cottage, causing -the clay to
creep. Tunnels and pits were made in this area up to the early 20th century to extract clay
for the local kiins working from the iSOOs onwards. Thehole seems stable and is not a

fallen-in tunnel as was feared because of its position near the house.

A side-product of this ws the loan of a box of clay pipes , found in the cottage garden over
a period of 12 years, which we are recording and writing up.

The fieldwalking at Gravel Field led to the opening of two small trenches where we worked
for 17 days and found the Roman ditch indicated by Joep Orbons's survey. We averaged
half-dozen members on most days until the wet wintêr forced us to stop. This led to an
extra three days working on the pot washing and sorting.
was also able to spend two days at the Abingdon dig in September. The Newington dig is
now being pulled together for the write-up and we are especially grateful to Dr tyfonamy
Buckell for the immense amount of work she is contributing in colleäting and co-ordinating
all the information.
I

We need all the information we can get, so please come fprward if you have any photographs
etc. for Monamy.

Meetings
The April meeting brought an old friend from the OAU - Brian Durham who drew us an
intriguing picture from the recent excavations in Oxford using the title of 'Hospitals' Clerk'.
May was a complete change when Colin Alexander held our attention with the up to date
archaeology of World War II pillboxes in the Thames Valley. After our dig, we came back in
September to hear Dr Peter Saiway's thoughts on Roman Britain. October brought Gill Hey
(OAIJ) to explain the highly complicated dig at Yarnton and, also from the OAU Graham
Keevil came in November to show us the excitement' of the Eynsham dig. In December we
were regaled with an account of gladiatorial combat and the Roman wild animal trade by
David Bomgardner: We ended the SOAG year with our Member's evening in February,
when we had a display of various finds, a talk on local place-names by John Westwood, an
update 'on Newington by Dr Monamy Buckell and slides by Gareth Thomas. There was also a
discussion on the new road alignment at Cane End. We welcomed in three new members.
'

Con1ereÎi

arid Visits

'

'

Ten of us attended CBA Conférence on 4th April at the Windmill Centre, Deddington and. ori
3rd November six went to P.eäding University's Palmer Theatre to hear Dr Henrick Härke
Our Summer
give an extraordinarily interesting talk on Anglo-Saxon immigration.
Expeditions saw a full minibus to Fishbourne on 21 June, which was a splendid day with a
display by the Ermine Street Guard as an additional bonus. On 1 July 19 of us enjoyed a
very satisfactory day at Butser Ancient Farm in the cotnpany ôf Dr Peter Reynolds, the
Director who always makes a point of showing s everything himself. We enjoyed a
delightful evening on 12 August exploring Dorchester, led by our Vice-President Dr Malcoini
Airs. We were mot grateful to him fOr givihg up his evening 'and telling us so much of

interest

.

'

The Party

Thanks are once more due to the Oratory School we again borrowed their Black and Gold
Room for our New year Party on 9 January and it was filled wfth over O members and
friends
.

3

Kathy Brewer won the Compétition which seemed to be a little more difficuft this year, but at
least it got everyone talking animatedly! We had a generous collection of gifts for the raffle,
This contributed to an overall
which was run by Edward Titterton and raised over £3 i
profit of about £140.
.

Our thanks are due to Bob Hitchman and his assistants for running the bar, to Graham
the
Sharpe who worked hard at the door as Reéve and to everyone who contributed to
happy
on
pleasure
additional
a
an
good
'as
spindid array of food Even the weather
evening.
,

.

.

Committee

for the
Finally, my grateful thanks to the Chairman, Dan Miles and to our lively committee
and
Secretaries,
the
of
work
efforts they make to keep us running so well, and for the extra
our Treasurer and his Auditor, which is so essential to any group.
they
Let us make it worth their while by giving as much time as WE can tO justify the wOrk
put in for our enjoyment.
Cynthia Graham Kerr

SUMMER EXCURSIONS 1993

Basing Castle
Day
On 6 June 1993, 20 SOAG members visited Basing Castle which was having an Open
firing.
bal1ist
with the Roman Legion putting on a display of drill and some impressive
Besides this extra bonus, there was a field with tents showing Roman arts and crafts of every
sort, including cooking, where one could taste some interesting Ronïan recipes!

of this
We also looked into the little Museum and walked round the ramparts and gardens
historical mansiOn/castle. Phil Carter continues the story.

Basing House

- Its Flistory

the
The earliest inhabitants at Basing were the Romans as excavations in the 1%O showed
by
Out
was
carried
work
real
defensive
first
The
villa.
presence below the hoúse itself of a
Was
moat
This
moat.
a
of
cOnstruction
the
the Normans in terms of earthworks and
deepened and palisadd by Robert de St John in 1261 and in 1285 King Edward I stayed at

the house

.
.

The house was rebuilt and enlarged on a rnanificent scale -by Kiig Henry VIUs treasurer,
William Pulet and Edward VI created hint Marquis f Winchester who adopted as hìs motto:
of
Ayrnes Loyaulte - Love Loyalty (letters Jepiçted in the period garden, opened by the Duke
the
of
portiOns
1569,
Kent in 1990). AlthoughElizabeth I was entertained at the house In
building were later pulled down as they were found to be too costly to maintain.

At the outbreak of the Civil War in 1642, John aulet, the fifth Marquis óf Winchester,
of the
collected together 1500 men to help Charles I, but this force was disbanded by order
for
Basing
House of Commons and he was left with Only six soldiers. He departed London
House in the hope of living out the war. without n9ticeably taking sides, but he was listçd as
th king. It was not long before ParliamentarV soldiers demanded
a Royalist and a friend
entry to the house to arrest the marquis They were forced to retreat befOre the muskets of
the household staff.
.

.

4

defend the
By summer of 1643 nearly 500 men had been recrùited from local musketeers to
house on ramparts almost a mile long, on which were mounted eleven guns of various
calibre, and an early siege by Parliamentary soldiers under Colonels Norton and Harvey was

routed.
At intervals defenders of the house were able to break through the surrounding forces in
order to build up food stocks and to take hostages. However, a brother of the marquis,
Lord Edward Pault, felt that maintaining the defence of the house was so hopeless an idea
that he conspired with General Wailer to surrender the garrison. But the plot was
discovered and the conspirators hanged with Lord Edward acting as hangman. Times were
hard for the defenders, as not only were they short of forage for the horses, but also of
clothing for themselves and were reduced in numbers, not just by the siege, but also by
smallpox.

Parliamentary forces were also affected by disease and exposure by lying in the open for
weeks on end, and by November, 1644 numbers had wasted from 2000 to 700. As a result,
they removed wagons and two captured guns to Odiham. This retreat was put into disarray
the
by the arrival of 1000 Cavaliers from Oxförd under Sir Henry Gage, who brought into
This
sudden
defence.
the
house men, ammunition,: horses and provisions to continue
increase was reduced by a religious dissension when 500 non Roman Catholics left the house
to join Goring's army in Berkshire.
.

Cromwell waited to see the fall of Basing House and sent in à Dutch engineer, Colonel
Dalbier, tc breach the wall to the house in two places with 631b mortar shells. On 14
October with only 300 men left to defend the house, it was stormed in the presence of
Cromwell, and the defenders were either put to the sword or left to perish in the vaults with
falling ruins enclosing them. The Marquis of Winchester was found with a bullet wound
hiding in an oven, but his life was spared by Colonel Hammond, and after a night in the
Tower of London was allowed to retire to France.
The house itself was looted of everything movable, from clothing to horses, and on
Cromwell's orders was pulled down.
.

Phil Carter

Crofton Beam Engines
on 25 July 1993. The Pumping
Twenty-two SOAG members and ten friends visited Crofton
working beam engines in the world
Station's main claim to fame is that it houses the oldest
which are still performing their original function.
effectively linked Bristol with London via
The Kennet & Avon canal was opened iii 1810 and
substantial hill to negotiate between
the rivers Avon, Kennet and Thames. Faced with a
for the cheaper alternative to
Wootton River and Crofton, John Ronnie, the engineer, optedand down again. The pumping
tunnelling and built a series of locks to carry ;the canal uphill
at nearby Wilton Water reservoir
station was built at Crofton to take water from the springs
operated.
to replace the loss incurred each time the locks were

station and at every stroke of each engine
A tunnel carries the water beneath the pumping
the contour for one mile before
one ton of water is lifted 40' into a leat which follows
20' had to be removed from
when
the canal. The pumps went out of use in 1958

reaching
longer sufficient for the boiler to
the chimney for safety reasons and the draught was no
work.
.

Careful restoration, including the installation of an electric fan to increase the draught,
enabled the pumps to work again in 1971. Now semi-retired (the work is mostly done by
electric pumps) the beam engines are in steam for one weekend a month during the
summer.
The older engine is an 1812 Boulton & Watt, the other was made in 1846 by Harveys of
Hale, Cornwall, and replaced an earlier (1809) engine which had a wooden beam. The castiron beams of the engines are nearly 30' long: it was splendid to see and hear them both in
action and to experience that evocative smell of coal, smoke, hot oil and steam.

most enjoyable day was completed by a visit to nearby Wilton Windmill, an early
nineteenth century tower mill, which was being restored by SOAG member, David Nicholls.

A

Janet Sharpe

Crofton Beam Engines
When we got to Crofton beam engines we saw a lot of water being pumped in to the Kennet
and Avon Canal. We had to wait around for a guide to show us the way round and to tell us
about it. When we went in there were a lot of machines working and so we had to be
careful. We went right up to the top where the beams were. There were two beams
working together at the same time then a man shouted "Stop number 1" But it kept going
the man
up and down because it cannot just stop, it is very heavy. When it stopped at last
wire-netting
got
had
i
shouted "Lock number 1". We were told about it and why number
because people were putting their fingers in and touching the beam. We went down to the
all
second floor. I think the second floor is best. It is where the steam comes out. It is
and
steps
some
down
very amazing. The first floor is where the boiler was kept. We went
saw how it all worked. We also saw a man putting the coal into the boiler.
Rachel Sharpe (age 10)

The Wallingford Walkabout

from
Shadows were already lengthening across the empty Market Place as Judith Dewey
5
(including
25
of
party
the
SOAG
to
introduced
Wallingford Archaeological Group was
town.
the
of
guests) as their guide for the evening's tour

that
Standing alongside the recently restored cast-iron drinking fountain, Judith explaíned
fortified
Alfred
King
before
Even
Wallingford was one of the oldest boroughs in England.
the new
the town against the Danes, it was an important river crossing. The construction of
and the
Celts
the
that
evidence
bridge uncovered an important Bronze Age site and there is
town
on
the
through
passed
Romans forded the river hee. In 1066 William the Conqueror
was
Matilda
Empress
and
his triumphant march to London; the War between King Stephen
granted its Royal
ended by the Treaty of Wallingford in i 153. Two years later the town was
town.
the
Charter which was vital to the economic and social development of
times. Judy
The open area that the Market Place occupies has probably existed since Saxon
200 years
over
pointed out buildings of particular interest: Payne's (the jewellers) established
store of
ago, the remains of the shop-front which once belonged to the proud departmental of "The
site
the
Field, Hawkins and Ponking, and K.P. Stationers, which now occupies
Feathers" whence, in the 'good old days', coaches set out for London.

Market. The Guildhall was then
Under the Royal Charter a Guild of Merchants regulated the
Century it was resited in the Market
situated to the south of St Mary's Church. In the 16th
under the Town Hall was used as the
Place and eventually became the Town Hall. The space
a proper Corn Exchange which faced
Corn Market, but by 1856 it became necessary to build was made by Wilder's Foundry who,
out on to the Market. Its magnificent cast-iron roof
Hall to sell their agricultural
subsequently, used the vacated space under the Townuse as the local theatre.
in
machinery. Today the Corn Exchange building is still
the present or former locations of such
Before leaving the town centre, Judy pointed out
King's Head, Black Boy, Feathers,
hostelries as, The Lamb, George, Dolphin, White Hart,
The Eight Bells.
Oxford House - formerly Queen's Head, Mermaid and
or did, exist throughout the old town.
These were just some of the forty pubs that do,
a good living so one finds, for example,
There were too many to provide every landlord with
a tailor, at The Queen's Head, the
that at The Feathers, the landlord named Mansell was also
The Mermaid, the landlord named
landlord named Child was also the postmaster and at
Lovelock was also a butcher.
Office to study the plaque above the door
In Church Lane we stopped outside the old Post
'. Judy told us how, in 1638, the
which bears a rare Royal monogram: 'E.R. Villi 1936.
Its replacement was built with
tower of St Mary's Church was badly damaged by lightning.into the wall is a builder's stone
stones taken from the demolished castle, and incorporated
endorsed 'Will Loader 1653'.
time of the Civil War. The town, with its
Will Loader was the Mayor of Wallingford at the
at the end of the war the defenders
castle, was never captured by the Parliamentarians so
with drums beating and flags flying.
were allowed to surrender 'in honour' by marching out
troops destroyed the Castle. At
To prevent the town from being a threat again, Cromwell's
office. It would seem that
from
the same time, Will Loader, a true Loyalist, was sackedold building trade. In 1662 he was
these two events resulted in Will Loader returning to his
able to reclaim his Mayoral status.
gaslight brackets we came to
Passing down Church Lane with its quaint, but defunct,
see the surviving buildings of the
Goldsmith Lane. To the north end of the street we could
in 1720.
old Wallingford Brewery which had been started up
.

.

it is claimed that, in Saxon times, the
Although there is no evidence to support the theory,
only silver pennies were ever
Wallingford Mint was sited in Goldsmith Lane. However,
Henry 111 (circa 1250).
struck here from the reign of Atheistan (925-940) until
Kine Croft. It is bordered on its
We soon came to an extensive, grassed, open area named
covered with trees.
far western and southern sides by an earthen e nbankment
the south-eastern extremity of the
Walking diagonally to our left we soon reached, not only
of some 520 yards from the starting
Croft, but also of the old Saxon town itself - a distance
onto the old earthen rampart, Judy
point, but only 1/4 mile as the crow flies. Climbing up
been twice as high, surmounted by a
explained that the original defensive wall would have
along the outer base of the wall. An
wooden palisade. A substantial stream used to flow
the town - later to be incorporated
identical stream ran alongside the wall to the north of
looking out upon the pasture of the
me,
.For
into, and used as part of, the castle's defences.'
the oxen and cattle munching
Croft glowing in the setting sun, I could mentally visualise
contentedly - safe from the marauding Danes outside.
to accommodate the local
For Wallingford was a frontier town, specifically chosen by Alfred
was carefully
Wallingford
of
population in the event of a threat by Viking foe. The defencearea to be protected amounted
wall. The
calculated to provide four armed men per 16 feet of
7
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MAP OF WALLINGFORD WALKABOUT

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Old Guildhall

Corn Exchange Theatre
St Mary's Church
Old Brewery
Old Wilder Forge
Original Wilder Office

7. Old Corn/Water Mill
8. St Luciens Maithouse
9. St Luciens Tudor House

10. st Leonard's Church
11. Gateway to Castle Priory
12. Famous 'Fat Ox'

wall of 3,300 yards in length
to some 2,400 hides, so by taking one man from each hide a
could be defended.

Foundry. The Wilder
Walking east along the wall, we came upon the site of the old Wilder
in various localities.
workshops
with
century
17th
late
the
family had been iron makers since
still exist. The
the
buildings
and
Wilder
&
H
J
R
by
The Wallingford Foundry was run
back
now
somebody's
yard
outside
an
from
horse
a
by
bellows for the forge were operated
and
town
the
throughout
everywhere
seen
be
can
garden! Evidence of Wilder's iron-work
Maharajah's
The
etc.
lamp-posts
edging,
pavement
includes church railings, drain covers,
example of Wilder's
Well at Stoke Row, in particular the elephant. is another good
workmanship.
passed by the old
Crossing the Reading Road near where the South Gate once stood, we
by an undershot
driven
was
which
Corn Mill (now converted into living accommodation)
took us
footbridge
A
small
ramparts.
wheel fed by the stream running along the southern
poor
very
in
a
now
1621)
in
(built
over the stream to the sad sight of St Lucian's Malthouse
in
families
numerous
were
There
state of repair. Malting is an old tradition in Wallingford.
after.
well
sought
was
Malt
the malting business using locally grown barley. Wallingford
Malting is still
being shipped by the Thames as far afield as London for the porter brewers.
at
Hithercroft.
carried on but it is now concentrated in the giant ABM building
the Lower Town
Following the road past the old maithouse we reached the river where
Tudor house finest
Wharf was situated. Facing the waterfront is St Lucian's, the town's
the home of the Wilders.

Boathouse still
The mill stream joins the river here, and at the junction Percy Turner's
at a special
stands. Coal barges used to enter the mouth of the stream to unload their cargo
no doubt, washed
coal wharf. Strategically positioned nearby is 'The Row Barge', whose ale,
out many a dusty throat!
Of Saxon
Recrossing the stream we followed a passageway past St Leonard's churchyard.troops when
construction, the church suffered badly through the occupation by Cromwell's
for many
billeted there and also from ari extensive fire which left the building in ruins
years.
old town. By 1438
St Leonard's was one of eleven parish churches that existed within the
exposed the
Market
Cattle
the
to
park
the
car
there were only four. An excavation by
a bell-pit
and
skeletons
Several
1374.
around
graveyard to St Michael's which went defunct
cast.
were
were found, where, it is assumed, the bell (or bells) for St Michael's

subsequent decline can be
How the town was able to support eleven churches and its
Winchester in its importance.
explained by the fact the at one time Wallingford ranked with
through visitation by
With the comìng of the Normans, an impressive castle was built which,
various kings, brought much wealth into the town.
with the decline in importance
However, it would seem that the Black Death (1348), combined
the Thames (at Äbingdon,
over
bridges
other
of
of the castle, linked with the construction
44
households.
only
to
population
Reading, etc.) at one tìme reduced the town's
a rowing club) before
Continuing up Thames Street we pass another old malthouse (now
for William
constructed
was
lt
reaching Castle Priory, a fìne old Georgian residence.
of the old
lay-out
the
disturbed
Blackstone who, because he wanted to extend his garden,
old iron
an
is
street
the
Across
Saxon street by having it moved some distance to the west.
installed.
was
system
ventpipe erected in 1890 when the "new" hydropneumatic sewerage
that, at one time this was not the
As we gathered half-way up Wood Street Judy explained
Hart Street, had stood
most salubrious part of town. Across the road, on the corner with

staying overnight at
the notorioùs Fat Ox'. As a last anecdote Judy recounted how a man,
he tracked the culprit
this inn, had his trousers stolen. The local Bobby' was sent for and
to Newbury.
expense, to feed and
Meanwhile, back at the 'Fat Ox', the landlord was obliged, at his own
policeman had to walk
accommodate the bare-legged victim for the man had no funds. The
on foot, bring the prisoner back
all the way to Newbury to make his arrest and then, still
time meant food, and
again. There was a considerable passage of tithe. Now to the landlord
of his own trousers
food costs money. So, in order to cut his losses, he gave the man a pair
at the inn he found that
and sped him on his way. When the policeman finally arrived back
long since gone.
all his efforts had been in vain, for his only witness was
Denis Warren
SOAG AND THE NATIONAL TRUST

Trust
Along with other local societies in the Thames and Chilterns region of the National
the
at
Meeting
(NT), SOAG was invited to attend an Archaeological Monitoring Group
regional headquarters, Hughenden Manor, High Wycombe, on 3 July 1993.
were
Angus Wainwright, the NT's regional archaeologist, explained that all NT properties
details
being surveyed for archaeological sites which would each be listed with a description,
be
of its present condition, and management recommendations. This information would
were
passed on existing county sites and monuments records (SMR) but whereas the SMR
primarily concerned with scheduled sites, the NT were attempting complete coverage. Once a
regional survey has been completed, the NT was looking to regional groups to monitor the
condition of sites at intervals and to report back with recommendations so that any site
damage could be remedied as soon as possible.

illustrating the variety of archaeological features present on the
Ashridge Estate, lvinghoe Beacon, where many new sites had been discovered in the course
down,
of the survey. Examples of damage to watch out for were also shown; trees blown
could
action
Remedial
on.
and
so
riding,
horse
erosion by cattle, motor-cycle scrambling,
bushes.
thorn
with
sites
vulnerable
include replacing cattle with sheep,protecting

A series of slides was shown

After lunch we were taken to Pulpit Wood near Cadsden to see an example of NT woodland
tractors
and how to monitor it. The boundary bank would need monitoring for erosion by
Iron
the
of
entrance
original
the
through
extracting timber; a footpath had been re-routed
dry
to
restricted
be
to
needed
fort
the
Age hiilfort to minimise erosion; logging within
weather to prevent damage to boggy ground.
Sites should be visited more frequently during the first year to assess the extent of damage,
ranging
if any. Frequency of monitoring could then be reduced accordingly, with intervals
the
from
taken
be
from 3 months to 10 years. It was suggested that photographs could
in
visited
be
should
same viewpoint at the same time each year to assess changes. Properties
in
and
woodland;
winter, so that the sites could be identified more easily, especially in
summer when erosión is likely to be greatest.
13 features,
SOAG has agreed to monitor sites at Combe End Farm (Whitchurch Hill) with
standing
Greys Court (near Henley) with 47 and Basildon Park with 28. These include
and
lists
We have been provided with
buildings which do not require monitoring.
bank
descriptions of the sites, which range from a substantial linear and probably Iron Age
is covered
and ditch at Combe End Farm to World War IT hut bases at Basildon. Each site
groups.
by filling in a simple form. This is voluntary work which is ideally suited to local
done!
be
to
plenty
is
there
volunteer
a
as
Interested? Then phone Cyn and enlist

Janet Sharpe

10

THE GORING HISTORICAL SOCIETY

-

EXHIBITION

The Society held an excellent exhibition of local history on 10 October and six members of
SOAG had the pleasure of attending.
The President had been invited and was introduced to various members, including Mr Farr
of Gatehampton Manor. They had met previously and he offered the use of a JCB for the
dig. The President also met Mr. Sydney Wybrow who subsequently joined SOAG, and
received a warm welcome. Our relationship with the Goring Historical Society is very
cordial, and several people belong to both societies. As the Exhibition was to continue for a
further three days, six more SOAG members took the opportunity to visit it an enjoy the
displays.
COUNCIL FOR BRITISH ARCHAEOLOGY (SOUTH MIDLANDS)

Annual General Meeting, Wallingford, 1993
Ten SOAG members attended the CBA South Midlands (formerly Group 9)
Priory, Wallingford, on 9th October 1993.

AGM at the

The talk was given by Michael Heyworth, CBA Information Officer responsible for liaison
between local groups, who reviewed the history of the CBA in anticipation of its .50th
anniversary in 1994. This is to be marked by a special project called 'Defence of Britain',
which will set out to record the archaeology of World War II by recording surviving
buildings, oral history and documentary evidence. By publicity and information packs, the
CBA hopes to be able to reach those parts of the population that other archaeological groups
do not.
The very first CBA meeting was held in March 1944 and the aims then, as now, were the
safeguarding of all types of archaeological material and the strengthening of current
preservation. A network of regional groups was set up immediately and CBA9 originally
included Berkshire as well. Aerial photographs taken by the RAF during the war were used
for the first surveys.
The main objectives of the CBA today include education, information, publications, planning
applications, an liaising with universities and other bodies. It is taking an increasing interest
in schools and has fought to get archaeology included in the National Curriculum. It has also
taken over the running of the Young Archaeologists' Club from Rescue, which it hopes to
Hundreds of letters are received every week from young people asking for
expand.
information about careers in archaeology and, bearing in mind the current dearth of
excavations, the CBA hopes to set up a series of research projects throughout the country
with reserved places for young people to come and learn how to dig.
CBA publications include the topical monthly magazine CBA News which also includes
information about excavations, courses, meetings and book. Other publications range from
excavation reports to the Practical Handbooks series which is to be expanded, and the CBA
hopes to extend its range of popular, affordable books on archaeology.

The talk was followed by the AGM itself, and we gathered again after lunch for a fascinating
tour of the town led by Mr and Mrs Dewey.

Janet Sharpe
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FIELDWALKING AT GATEHAMPTON 1991-92

Cynthia Graham Kerr and Janet Sharpe

Introduction
In 1991 Paul Smith (County Archaeologist) suggested that SOAG should make a study of the
Gatehampton area, Goring, following on from SOAG's involvement in the OAU pipeline
excavation of 1988. Preliminary observations suggested the presence of a large amount of
tile and pottery in Gravelly Piece (Gravel Field) on the other side of the railway, perhaps
indicating the site of a building or buildings, and SOAG was given the opportunity to
fieldwalk parts of this area in 199 1-92.

Gravelly Piece
This field centres on grid ref. SU 607801 and is triangular in shape with the apex pointing
north (Fig. 1). The southwest corner is truncated by the Reading-Oxford railway and the
southeast corner by Gatehampton Farm. The northwest boundary is hedged, the northeast
boundary is the road to Gatehampton and the southern boundary is the Gatehampton-Goring
bridle-path. Aerial photographs have only revealed crop marks on one occasion, and the
OAU's interpretation of these is shown in Fig. 1.
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The areas fieldwa!ked were a strip from the Gatehampton road to the railway embankment on
the northwest side (marked A on Fig. 1) which is owned by Sylvan Nurseries, and another
roughly parallel strip (marked B on Fig. 1) closer to Gatehampton Farm and owned by
Mr. Cloke.

Methodology
Area A was marked out into 17 long strips, éach 2.5m wide, and numbered 1-17 towards
Gatehampton Farm. Each strip was fieldwalked in 30m lengths. The area had recently been
planted with young trees, and fieldwalking took place between the rows of trees.
Area B was a freshly ploughed area approximately 85m to the southeast of area A. This was
similarly divided into 192.5m wide strips, aligned along the plough furrows and lettered A-S
towards Gatehampton Farm, and divided into 30m long collection units.
Results
Area A yielded some struck flints, animal bone, tile (including part of a Roman tegula) and a
little pottery. Area B produced a much greater quantity of tile and pot, especially Roman tile
which increased in density towards Gatehampton Farm, suggesting a source in that direction.
The fieldwalking finds were washed and processed and a report on the tile evidence by Leigh
Allen of the QAU is included in this issue of the Bulletin.

Acknowledgements
Thanks are due to the OAU and especially Tim Allen for their encouragement and advice and
for permission to use their map of the crop marks as the basis for Fig. 1. Thanks are also
due to the owners of Sylvan Nurseries and to Mr R. Cloke of Gatehampton Farm for
permission to walk their land.

GATEHAMPTON FARM TILE REPORT: TIlE FIELDWALKING EVIDENCE
Leigh Allen (OAU)

Introduction
Fieldwalking was carried out on two areas within a single field to the northwest of
Gatehampton Farm. Cropmarks in this field indicated the existence of linear boundaries
relating to a possible field system, with smaller enclosures on the east side of the field near
to the present day farm and manor. The linear cropmark boundaries are on a similar
alignment to the excavated Roman ditch (Trench I) but the cropmarks are also dense close to
the manor, where the Medieval hamlet of Gatehampton may have been sited. Fieldwalking
was undertaken in the northwest and southeast areas of this field to recover material for
dating purposes and to look for any difference between the two areas which might shed light
on the cropmark evidence.
The northwest area of the field was divided into rows 1-17 and the southeast into rows A-S
Each row was 2.5m wide and the length, which was variable, was divided into 30m long
collection units. Due to the limited time available for the examination of this material, one in
every four rows was excluded from the details recording: these were rows 3, 9, 12 and 15,
and rows C, E, L, M, P and Q, respectively. Those rows were, however, scanned for
recognisable Roman tiles, which were recorded.
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Methodology
hand lens to identify the fabric.
Each fragment of tile was examined with a lOx magnification
where a complete dimension
The width, length and thickness of these tiles were recorded
were grouped together under a
existed; all the fragments without a measurable dimension
Individual characteristics such as tegulae flanges, the curve on
miscellaneous heading.
separately.
imbrices, box flue tile keys and any animal marks were recorded
The tiles

were very small and highly abraded
In total 80kg of tile were examined. All the fragments
type was identifiable. This
and there were only 101 fragments of tile (weighing 13kg) whose
tiles) because they could
number excludes all those fragments from category D (plain tegula
(A), 33 fragments;
originate from any of the five distinguishable groups, as follows: included; bricks (E), 12
not
(D),
plain
fragments;
9
Imbrex (B), 47 fragments; tubuli (C),

fragments.
The fabrics

fabrics and the remaining
from the corn-dryer; the
fabrics
with
seven are Roman. Five of the Roman fabrics match
the Roman fabrics are
Only
types.
remaining two fabric groups include recognisable tile
described below.
Medieval tile
A total of 18 fabric types were identified: i I are

the fracture is smooth
Fabric 8B: A smooth, relatively hard fabric. Mid-orange in colour, the same as Fabric 4
is
fabric
with sparse inclusions comprising iron, quartz and mica. This
from the corn-dryer.
with a smooth fracture; the
Fabric 17: A smooth, sandy fabric, mid-orange in colour
inclusions comprise quartz, iron and abundant voids.

blue-grey inner core. The
Fabric 19: A smooth, hard fabric, dark-red in colour with a
This fabric is the same as
inclusions comprise quartz, iron and a high proportion of mica.
Fabric 5 from the corn-dryer.
the
Fabric 20: A smooth, soft, sandy fabric, brick-red in colour with a smooth fracture;
inclusions comprise occasional quartz and mica.

Fabric 21: A rough and hard fabric with the clays very poorly mixed, giving a swirling
fabric is the
effect within the fabric. Inclusions comprise abundant quartz and mica. This
same as Fabric 10 from the corn-dryer.
MidFabric 22: A soft, powdery, very sandy fabric, smooth and soapy to the touch.
buff
and
red
iron,
revealed
examination
orange in colour with few inclusions, macroscopic
cornthe
from
i
Fabric
as
same
the
is
clay pellets, quartz and fine mica. This fabric
dryer.
The
Fabric 26: A hard, well-fired fabric, dark-red in colour with a blue-grey core.
is
fabric
This
voids.
many
with
inclusions include a moderate quantity of iron and quartz
hard
fired.
very similar to Fabric 6 from the corn-dryer but it is not as

Discussion
(fabric
The material was divided according to fabric into Roman, Medieval and miscellaneous
unidentifiable) tile. The total weights and the percentages are shown below:
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Period

Totals of rows AS and rows 1-17
Weight
(gms)

%

Total of rows A-S
Weight
(gms)

%

Total of rows 1-17

%

Weight
(gms)

Roman

38020

47.5%

33110

50.2%

4910

34.8%

Med.

17580

22.1%

12120

18.4%

5460

38.7%

Misc.

24404

30.5%

20680

31.4%

3725

26.4%

14095

100%

r_Total

{_80005__[_100%

65910 f__100%

_

in size.
The two fieldwalking areas, comprising rows 1-17 and A-S, are roughly similar
A-S.
rows
from
came
However, of the 80kg of tile recovered, 69.9kg (82%) of the material
to
compared
tile
Roman
Within the A-S area, the Roman tile was predominant. with 50.2%
were
tile
Medieval
and
18.4% Medieval, whereas in area 1-17 the quantities of Roman
87
approximately the same. This correlates with the distribution of recognisable tile types:
A-S,
area
the
Within
examples came from area A-S and the remaining 10 from area 1-17.
trends indicate that more Roman tile including recognisable fragments came from rows lower
dense towards
in the alphabet, showing that the spread of Roman material is becoming more
more
Gatehampton Farm and the manor, where the linear and enclosure cropmarks are

prolific.

A GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY AT GATEHAMPTON, GORING

Janet Sharpe

Introduction
Instruments) Ltd,
In August 1992 SOAG member Derek Vaughan, of Geodak (Geophysical
Archeologisch
(Regional
RAAP
introduced us to a Dutch colleague, Joep Orbons from
and
conference
a
attend
to
country
Archiverings Project), Amsterdam. Joep was visiting this
an
seemed
Gatehampton
he wanted a site to test some of his geophysical survey equipment:
obvious choice.

Methodology
already been
It was decided to lay out a grid for the survey within the area which hadfieldwalking
at
fieldwalked towards the southeast of Gravelly Piece (= area B: see article on
considerable
Gatehampton elsewhere in this issue of the Bulletin), and which had produced a
amount of Roman tile.
:

southeast boundary of this area was re-established, beginning at
southeast
43m on the northeast road boundary of Gravelly Piece from the fence post at the
shop)
farm
the
from
field
the
separating
corner (where the road joins the hedge boundary
towards the
and extending the line along the plough furrow used as the fieldwalking boundary
pole.
bridle-path on the south side of the field, which it met 0.5m east of a telegraph

A datum line marking the
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Results
A preliminary attempt using resistivity equipment gave inconsistent results and was
abandoned. The magnetometer, however, worked well despite the wet conditions and the
results are shown in Fig. 1. This gives the computer dot-density plot, together with Joep's
interpretation. A diagonal feature is clearly shown, which could represent a ditch or a wall.
A fainter but broader feature crosses this line approximately at right angles near the top
(southern end) of the survey area. A pale area at the bottom left and two short parallel
features were also thought to have possible 'significance, although the latter might simply
represent surface metal.
The accuracy of this survey was confirmed by two trial trenches, across the southern or top
end of the diagonal (Trench I) and over the pale area near the northeast or bottom corner of
the grid (Trench II). These trenches revealed the presence of a Roman boundary ditch and a
probable Bronze Age barrow ditch, respectively (for details, see the excavation report
elsewhere in this issue of the Bulletin).

Acknowledgements
Thanks are due to Joep Orbons for giving us free access to his time and equipment, and to
Derek Vaughan for introducing him to us.

GATEHAMPTON: TRENCHES I & II

Cynthia Graham Kerr

Introduction
magnetometer survey, carried out in Gravelly Piece, Gatehampton Farm, by Joep Orbons
of R.A.A.P. University of Amsterdam (by special arrangement with Derek Vaughan, SOAG
and geophysist,) showed a linear feature crossing the strip of field (see Location Map, Fig. 1)
which was fieldwalked in May 1991.
A

,

This feature showed up strongly in an area of a thick scatter of Roman tile and pottery, and
we were interested to see if this feature was also Roman, and if so, what it was.

Approach
With the help of the survey plan (Fig. 2), the peg placed by Joep was relocated by the fence
at the north end, as a datum-point, and O.5m was measured from the telegraph pole at the
south end, at 148m. The intervening length was measured off in 30m lengths, checking the
alignment from end to end, and thus the datum line was re-established.
Consulting the survey, a small trial-trench was squared off (using Pythagoras) 16m north of
the pole and 11m west. There was now a trench of 4-1m squares, in a square (Tr .1).

Fieldwork

Trench

I

Digging soon revealed a very hard stony area to the west and an area which tallied with the
survey which appeared to be a path or road just under the plough surface, about 5cm. This
consisted of closely packed flints about 20cm deep. There was quite a variety of Roman
potsherds in it, also bits of tile. The rest of the trench was loam with flints, and this also
had an amount of tile and pot (and a few struck flints). There were also large pieces of
tegulae and an imbrex round about in the field, at roughly 2-3m east of the datum and about
level with Trench I. Some tiles had marks on them, and were kept separately.
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with flints. On Joep's survey, the linear feature
Below the loam, the sail became gravelly
which seemed odd.
stopped somewhere in, or very near, the trench,

doused and there was a very strong reaction
As a check the area north of the trench was
north, and of the right width; and this
exactly at the point where the feature should continue
with the dug area. Some of it still lies buried
also continued to the south, again coinciding
look like a track to the river.
on the west side of Trench I. It began to
side of the "track" a layer of flint was found
Upon continuing the trowelling on the east
for a yard or floor.
which might. either have been natural or foundtions
then opened, and more stones, or the
Another half-metren the west side of the treich,was
seemed to stop halfway and caused some
bottom of a wall foundation were found - they the layer above. To try and solve this we
to
speculation, as it appeared to be at right-angles
at 103m, and 1m square to the north from
datuii
the
from
measured off a square 11m west
and tile were found in the reddish layer
this pomt. This was dug quickly, even so, pottery same depth noted later in Trench II).
(the
under the topsoil. At about 0.03m it felt stony
pot-base materialised by the spoil heap of
There were a few odd finds: a nice red Roman
to a couple who found it "about halfway
Trench Il. A new SOAG said she had been talking
for us. We measured the approximate position
between the trenches" and kindly parked it
Later whilst inspecting a large tegula, with
and used that point for the "stones" trial-hole.
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of a large and heavy iron
its end cut back in manufacture, in the field's south corner,
side,
near the gate.
found,
on
one
was
battered
diameter
cannon-ball, about 16"

Another odd find was some way to the west of Trench I - a huge block of limestone,
rectangular, about 20cm, square at the ends and m long: it wa stood up to be visible. and
had been dragged by the plough - Mr Cloke says he has had several pieces appear - perhaps
building material2 - but not local. He also informed us that the field is "Gravel Field" (later
and that our band of stones in Trench I was a headland
it was found to be Gravelly Piece")
- the field has been ploughed for over 10 years. This made sense. He also showed us an
area "where the plough hits a wall or something" and gave us permission to both walk and
dig that area.
Working in Trench I, two rather dubious post-holes on the east side in the stony gravel
were found, and the gravel was taken down about 5cm - it appeared to be natural, unlike the
loamy area west of the headland, which was dug down to find the edge.
It then rained so heavily we were unable to dig, so fieldwalk (C) by the farmbuildings, was
started (see separate article).
At this point it was decided to open Trench I further to the west to locate Joep's "road" - or
wall, and the datum would have to be re-established; but on this occasion all the necessary
information was not available, so an approximate position to the west was marked out, for
the benefit of Mr Cloke who was now planting strawberries surrounding the trench, and flags
were left to mark the corners of our site. After much discussion, it was agreed we must see
if we were on the cropmark and so fulfil our obligation to Joep - so, with the aid of his
survey, another metre, or metre and a half, to the west, should reveal the cropmark.

It was found that Mr Cloke had planted all round Trench I but left just enough to do the
metre to the west, so 2-1m squares were dug alongside the original, (running north-south).
The plough soil had few finds, but in the ensuing loam, with flints - were some, say of 15There was a quantity of cow-bone, pot, some tile and floor-tile, after
29cm across.
descending %m, a carrier bag was full of finds. Continuing down, a nice black-burnished
base was found and several "grotty" pieces of pot at this low level.
Eventually an edge was established along the west side - could Joep's linear feature be a
ditch? It ended with stones in the corner and some natural to the east. As this was followed
back it became quite evident that it was indeed a ditch, with natural each side, and stones
piled on the sides - perhaps ditch-fill? There was still Roman pot in the fill and a handsome
Samian rim came up. The ditch fill now showed quite clearly and photographs were taken.
Some of the headland was removed to see if there was an edge to the stones but they
appeared to continue right across into the east side of Trench I, and west into the section,
with the ditch cut into them and downwards.
Careful trowelling showed the edges, sides and base of the ditch quite clearly, and the dark
fill in it. More photographs were taken and a plan made, and sections showing the layers.
Joep's feature was now established as a ditch, full of Roman débris.

Comments
It is interesting to note that in the northwest corner of the ditch the débris was thick with
Roman finds - in about 0.25 square metres we found 5 tiles, 2 jawbones (pig and dog) 3
pieces of bone, 4 sherds (hard greyware); whereas on the opposite side, where the flints had
apparently slid down from the layer above, there were no finds whatsoever, with just a
narrow bit of ditch between.

northern side was taken down to see if the stones made a
bank, but they seemed to flatten out and become part of those covering the east end of the
trench.
A metre of the headland on the
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The Roman débris were photographed; also a section across the ditch, showing a piece of
pottery at the bottom and the sections. A section was drawn of the south end of the ditch,
and a plan made, (Fig. 3), and all recorded. The trench was then backfilled.
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Fieldwork on Trench II
As time was limited and diggers plentiful, Trench II was opened to the north to cover an
anomaly on Joep's survey. Again, by Pythagoras, a trench was laid out at 63m north-south
and 8m west. This was also doused, with a strong reaction in the centre, so a feature was

possible.
This however, was not realised unless one can count the rather large flints in that position but they seemed to be haphazard. The dark surface soil changed at 20cm down to a more
reddish hue for about 5cm then it became a mixture of stones, some small bits of chalk,
flints, pottery, bones (including a small jaw, and further on, a dog's tooth, also an object like
a small, round, iron musket-ball about 0.5cm diameter. This débris continued down for 5cm
when it became reddish soil and a scatter of large flints (10-20cm), which appear to be

natural.
Being short of time, the trench was sectioned from the red layer down with O.5m left intact,
going down O.5m, and O.5m from the surface on the west side. The following day, however,
there were enough SOAG's for two to dig the whole square metre; and at 1m sand appeared
on the west side; and an edge to the pit near centre, and a piece of Beaker ware was found
here. A soil sample was taken. The edge could be traced down the side - an extension one
side would show if it is a ditch. After heavy rain the profile of the section showed up well,
and it looks more like a pit. This finally petered out and became natural, going down into a
small sump. The trench was then backfilled.
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CHELCORA

Manan Failowfield
When the name Chelcora occurs in the Goring Charters it seems to refer to Great Chalk
Wood e.g. when in 1195 Hugh De Druval granted part of his coppice of Chelcora to Goring
Priory. However, there are references which could mean that there was a small manor of
that name. which could have contained part of Chalk Wood. Chel in Old English meant chalk;
ora has several meanings including hill slope and riverside (1) which would fit this areas of
the old manor of Goring. Between 1260 and 1308 there are references to a family called
Chelcore, in which the names Gilbert and Walter occur in more than one generation. In 1260
Walter Chelcore had land In. cultivàtion above the quarry. It is likely that as the chalk quarry
in Hartslock Woods, conveniently near the. river so that the chalk could be removed by
water. At present the land referred to is covered with bushes and fallen trees, but it is not
too steep for cultivation; evidently it was arable land in Walter's time.
In 1308 Gilbert de Chelcore quitclaimed (i.e. granted the income from) his rights in lands he
granted to his brother Walter to John Loveday. These lands included 'all messuages, lands,
woods and meadows, described as Chelcoresland'. Alsò in 1308 there is a reference to
Sharpelith belonging to Chelcore. Sharpelith means a steep abrupt pasture field. One of the
fields in the BBONT Natut'e Reserve could be Sharpelith. lt is very steep and covered with
anthills, which means that it has not been cultivated fcr a very long time - if at all. Later in
the 14th century there is a reference to Chelcorescroft, and also to a hundred acres called

Chelcoresland.

Later History
Until the Dissolution, Chalk Wood and other lands in Goring belonged to Goring Priory.
Later some of this land and Chalk Wood came into the hands of the Stonors of Blount Cdurt
in Sonning Common. Though they were an important famil,ï - Francis Storior was knighted
by Queen Elizabeth and was Sheriff of Oxfordshire; as known recusánts that had to pay
enormous fines. Gradually ail their lands outside Oxfordshire were sold, and in 16.52 their
creditors leased some of their land, including Chalk Wood, to Henry Allen (2). In 1679 he
bought the manor of Goring from Thomas Stonor and this land was inherited by hìs son
Henry, who left his propetty in 1724 to form the Almut Charity. After this there are
accounts of the Charity which show how the wood was managed in the 18th and 19th
.

centuries

.

.

The Size and Shape of Chalk Wood in the Past

The referçnce in the Goring Charters to Hugh de Druval's gift to. Goring Priory makes it
clear that the wood is likely to have been larger than it is now. He gave 'half virgate of land
in Goring next to Chelcora namely that held by Osmund the shepherd, and with this land I
give one part of my coppice of Chelcora, this namely the part. that is towards the south, that
the way fo four wheeled carts divides which leads from the said land to the mill at
Gatehampton' This area is now arable arid some way from the present edge of the wood,
but possibly the rest of Hugh's coppice was nearer.
.

.

.

Fieldwalking has shown that the western and. uth-western sides of the wood are the same
as they were in medieväl or even earlier times. The banks are lárger and spreading
with a ditch on the outside. The wöod is irregular in shape arid has rich hedges, These
include all the species found in other local hedges.. They include wild rose hawthorn , beech,
holly, bramble, cherry, wayfaring t.ree, maple, whitebeam, Öãk, spindle, hazel, dogwood,
yew, blackthorn, ash elder and wych elm. Spindle ahd hazel are only fund in old hedges.
The neglected coppices found in this area give some indication of the species which were in
the old coppices. The wére mixed as there were uses for every variety of skrood. There
are very large stools of oak, one has seven large trunks growing out of it nd a stool seven
or eight feet wide. There ae large, old beech coppics, others of ash and much hazel.
.

,
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There is even one very coppiced wild service tree; this is interesting as it is a slow colonizer
of woodland and is only found in ancient woods.
It is impossible to estimate how old an ancient wood may be. The practice of managing
woodland goes back a very long way. People needed larger timber for the frames of their
houses and coppice wood for all sorts of uses including wattle for hurdles and wattle and
daub, fencing for woods and property, small logs for heating and cooking and twigs for
kindling and brooms. In fact a wood was a valuable and renewable resource well before the
Norman conquest, and so woods were a permanent feature of the landscape, often growing
on land which was not useful for anything else
all (which indicates some
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the same as it
just
looking
edge
wood
It
shows
the
1820's.
the
in
but extensively revised
are. On
banks
large
existing
the
where
sides,
southern
and
does now on its western
of
the wood
outside
the
on
bank
The
outwards.
spread
has
Stapnall's Farm side the wood
spread
this
that
so
lynchet,
small
is
a
but
there
scrappy,
here is small and the hedge rather
wood
of
part
the
this
in
coppice
ash
There
some
is
must have taken place some time ago.
and there are also some bluebells.

on the other edges of the wood there either was no bank at

The Woodway

This rather puzzling feature of Chalk Wood appears on the ffirst edition one inch map
sticking out into the middle of the field, where it ends abruptly, just as it does today. It
must have connected the bridleway near Stapnall's Farm with the track to Upper
Gatehampton Farm where it joins the bridleway to Gatehampton and Goring, but it does not
reach the bridleway near Stapnall's. Here it finishes overgrown with holly bushes in an area
of broken ground.
At present it is narrow and deep and it is not possible to walk the bottom. It can be
assumed to have been a woodway as it could have been used for tasking i.e. pulling large
logs or tree trunks cleared of branches, but end first, using chains or ropes and a horse(3).
Tall beeches grow near it, which could be a remnant from the standard beeches grown by
Allnutts for the furniture trade in the later nineteenth century. Where the woodway
continues into the field there is a large pit at the bottom of it in one place, and a tall straight
oak tree in another. It contains bluebells and dogs' mercury, and has a flourishing hedge
with trees on the western side. Hedge counting showed that there were eight different
species in some sections. These things indicate that it must have been there for a long time,
but has long ceased to be used.

The Map
This covers the area that may have been known as Chelcora. The position of Hugh de
Druval's coppice is fairly certain, but there is no indication of how large it was. The area of
woodland near the track to Blackbird's Bottom has been omitted as it was not field walked.
Thanks are due to Pat Preece for her help with the Goring Charters and to Mary Kift for her
help in identifying.
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ANOTHER MYSTERY WE SOLVED

-

BUILDINGS IN THE LANDSCAPE

the above day course at Reading
On October 22 three members of S.O.A.G. attended

University.
the new Planning Officer for South
The first lecture was given by Dr. Nick Doggett,
opposed to 'vernacular" when
Oxfordshire and we all three came across the term 'poIite' as word in this context. A good
describing buildings. We had not before met the use of this
are the alms houses at Goring
local example of polite or architecturally designed buildings
described as vernacular.
Heath, whilst a few miles away those of Mapledurham can be
with cattle byres attached) were
Dr James Bond informed us that long-houses (farm houses
Until the last hundred years or so
still being built in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
to cattle kept indoors.
it was thought light and ventilation was not necessary
ones tended to be circular with very
earliest
Thé
Dovecotes proved an interesting subject.
the size of these entrances. Later
small doorways. There appeared to be no exlanation for
ladders so that eggs could be
dovecotes became square or rectangular. S'me had rotating - young pigeons (squabs) food
collected from the highest nests. An important source of
produced a pound of meat per bird.
of noting their sites,
In his lecture on parish churches Dr Joe Bettey stressed the importance
structures and furnishings.
Mary Kift
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FRIARHAMPSTEAD WOOD, GORING

Pat Preece
My interest in Friarhamstead Wood was aroused by obtaining from the Bodleian library a
copy of a 1638 map of this wood. This map has been drawrí by one of the Blagrave family
of estate surveyors who operated in Berkshire and Oxfordshire in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. Joseph Blagrave, the surveyòr of Friarhampstèad Wood, lived in
Swallowfield Berkshire and called himself a Practical Mathematician' (1).

When studying an old map it is always worthwhile to nitice the name of the surveyor,
remembering that the work was often done wìth primitive instruments The theodolite was
used by the more famous map makers from early times, but the estate surveyors would
probàbly have used the plane table, Gunter's chain and the 'waywìser' or odometer, the
descendant of which can be seen being used by surveyors on the roads today(2). The
Gunter's chain was invested in 1620(3), so it seems possible that Joseph Blagrave. may have
used one. Before that, a rope with knots at measured distances was used, 'which must have
made for inaccurate measuring. The actùal drawing of the map or plan was donè either with
a quill or a primitive steel pen and often the surveyor made his own ink; a far cry from the
computers of today(3).
.

The
On the old map there is a scale giving the woodland and the statutory measure.
woodland scale was i 8 feet to the linear perch and the statutory was 16 feet. Apart from
these measures., there were local perches which varied from 12 to 24 feet and a forest perch
of 25 feet. Of course this was linear measurement and to get the acreage the square perch
must be used. All this presents a minefield to somebody wishing to know the equivalent
modern size of a piece of land. On the map the statutory acreage of the woodland is crossed
out - possibly the measurement was originally done in woodland perches and the 'practical
i tried to do this
mathematician' or his assistant found the calculation beyond him.
however, with the
husband
coped,
calculation for another wood and found it too difficult (my
i)
aid of a calculator) ( F
.

The outline of the wood with the curious zigzag on the southern border was compared with
the modern map where the same outline was found. It was decided that Mary Kift, Manan
Fallowfield and I would examine the wood. The wood was bounded by good size normal
banks, may be medieval, on the northern and eastern sides. The wood now is almost pure
tall beech with a few oaks and resémbles most of the Oxfordshire Chiltern woods in this
respect. The southern boundary was traced by followiñg the wood bank through the trees
until we reached the vicinity of the zigzag, wlere, to our astonishment, the wood bank
continued accompanied Qn the southern side by a massive earthwork which had the strange
contour seen on the map. The earthwork wa measured roughly, and the height varied from
3 netres to 7 metres and overall length was 312 metres.

In Fniarhampstead Wood, as maíy members wIll know, there is a rectangular earth work
enclosure; this is not a woodland name - the hthipstead' part is old English (Saxon) for
homestead and the Friar part is puzzling. There was no lanci owned by Friars jn this area
and neither. Eynsham Abbey or Goring Priory could possibly come under that category, so
where did that name come from? As an amazing numbet of field names in our area date
from Saxon times, I have a theory that the 'Friar' part may be a Saxon owners name such as
F'reia or FrOid as in Eruisham Ï3erkshire(4). I have noauthority for saying this but feel that
it is possible that the recthnular enclOsure may be a Saxon homestead and the earthwork on
the wood's southern border may be part of the farm. I spoke to Jyol Horpbrook in Oxford
on this subject and he èlt it was possible arid said that he had found something similar
elsewhere. Any ideas anybody?
.

.

If is wàs arable in Saxon times it ffiay be that it ¿ontinueci tó be so until around the time of
the Black Death in th middle of the thirteenth century when much land fell out of use and
there are well dpcunented cases of arable becoming woddand(5). The map shows it as well
26
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established woodland in 1638 when it must have belonged to Richard Paslew of Beech Farm
because in 1640 Paslew leased a Tcoppice within an enclosed hedge called Fryer Hampstead
containing 35 acres to Anthony Lybb of Hai-dwick(6). There is little trace of the hedge now,
but sometimes the term hedge' can mean any form of demarcation and certainly the wood is
énclosed by banks. In 1672 this coppice was leased for 99 years, amongst other coppices,
by A. Lybb (who must have bought it in the meantime) to Alexander and George Blagrave(7).
In this lease there was a requiremeifl that 'a stock of wood be left upon each of the said
ffellinges and cuttinges of the same. To be felled in a husbandlike manner after the usual and
accustomed manner of fellinge and drawing of woods thereabouts in the same county'. lt
seems probable from this that part of the wood was coppice, but there was also some tall
wood (beech?) which should be felled by the selection method that was the traditional method
in the Oxfordshire Chilterns. This meant a certain amount of care iñ 'drawing' the tree
trunks out so as not to damage the standing trees. The final reference was found in 1759
when Phillip Lybbe Powys mortgaged the wood amongst others to the Revd Dr Gabriel DD
for £6900 at 1%(S). No further mention of this wood has been found - yet!
It is surprising what you can learn from a map and the avenues it leads you to explore
from the map maker himself to the piece of land itself.
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EASTFIELD, GORING AND THE BRICK AND TILE INDUSTRY

Pat Preece-

th.

mention of a tiler connected with Eastfield
On looking through the Goring Charters,
aroused my interest. There has been a tradition of brickmkiflg near Woodcote; Mary Kift
said her. grandfather owned a brickworks in that area. So where was Eastfield? The map
shows that Eastfield Lane joins Potkiln Lane and passes Claypit Wood. On the Tithe Award
of 1846(1), Eastfield is marked between two Eastfield shaws on the Ordnance Survey map so Eastfield was found. Now for some detective work to find anything further about the
area.
Th first mention found was in 1285 when Hestfeld' (they never could spell in medieval times
and ybu can hear the Oxfordshire dialect here) was divided into strips as two of them were
1324, Jährt de Mohi.in was leasing a croft called 'Estfeld' to
changing hand(2). Later,
John Loveday of Elvendon(3). The definition of a croft in England is an enclosed pìece of
land usually adjacent to a house(4) This description seems possible, as in 1351 the same
John Móhun was granted 'Le Estfeld' aid Hayden to John Loveday for lODs(5) with th land
and tenements. Hayden later becamè Haydowrì in Cleeve ìn the Goring Tithe Award. In the
transfeÌence is states that the tenements were unoccupied; it is possible that Black Death,
which was raging then was responsible for this?

In 1390 John Hilford was granting three crofts calÌed 'Estfeldes(6) tç Roger Wales. These
are described as being next to pichespec or Dichepece (ditch piece); could this be the
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earthworks in Friarhamstead wood? If this is so, then the wood was open country at that
it had
time as descriptions of the countryside during that period were very accurate, and if
three
crofts
become
had
land
The
used.
have
been
would
'boscus'
been woodland the term
and
field
it
that
was
three,
or
ìnto
divided
map)
(see
shaws
the
so was the land enclosed by
the two pieces of land south and north of it? Roger Waleis, or Wales, seems to have been
Wales
descended from the Druvals who held the manor qf Goring in the 12th century The
the
round
growing
the
brushwood
allowed
were
and
wére to lease the crofts for ten years
in
common
was
It
shaws.
the
from
presumably
crofts tó make the hedges or fences,
other
The
brüshwood.
of
twiggy
made
were
irredieval times to have 'dead' hedges which
condition meñtioned was that they were not to do any damage, presumably to the woodland
.

shaws

.

the
In 1487 Thomas Luffyncote arid his wife pan, who owned Elvendôn Manor, granted all
4d
13s
of
a
rent
at
years
for
31
thrè fields or closes ç1led 'Estfeldes' to i )hfl Martyi, tiler,
land
into
the
entry
for
a
'fine'
and 1000 tiles at tFe end of two years(7). He also had to pay
the
of 26s 8cl and a quarter of malt. John vas not to da any danage to the timber on was
It
lease.
the
prOperty - defined s oak, beech and ash - under pain of losing his right to
usual fc landowners to keep their rights t ) the timber trees when leasing property, although
the tenants might cut the cOppice. The r xt year anOther lease for the same was drawn up
which stated thät the 1000 tiles were to )e delivered to 'Woodcote hapelle' i- presumably
being given b the lord of the manor for roofing what is nòw St. Leonard's(8) John was
was
aiso to keep ne neages ot tne cioses in repair; a rather cúrious condition said tlat he
of
profit
riot ta assign the land to 'gentlefoiks. such as the church wardens fore the greater
that
the land' . It therefore seèms likely that Johii wäs working as a tiler in this area and
some of the clay workings date. from this period.
.

.

.

29

Silence then descends on the area until the 18th century although it is possible that the kiln
continues to work. In the account books of the Alinutt Charity at Goring Heath in 1727(9),
we find that:-

24ft of oak at 9d a foot
1480 kiln bavins from Hawhill
were sold to Wm Hedges. this ìs odd, because irr 1725(10) 'Mary Hedges widow' was
renting a barn called Bredys which was near the 'house and brick kiln of Mary' which are
called Eastfields'. The news of her husband's death had not reached the treasurer of the
charity! she carried on the business at least until 172g as she was buying wood for fiiing the
kiln from the Charity: -

Mrs Hedges 2800 kiln bavins
i stack of roots
Kiln bavins were very large faggots for firing the kiln and the roots of trees were often used
for fires and were apparently slow burning and very good firewood. The Charity was also
buying goods frOm her:.

1728 Money paid to Mrs Hedges for kilnware
In 1746 the Lybb&s of Hardwick owned the land and were leasing two houses(11), one
described as being next to 'Grimmer' Hill (Greenmoor) and the other as being near a brick
kiln, so it seems that the kiln was still operating. The Hardwick estate is mentioned in 1781
as owning Eastfield Shaws(12). The brick kiln was still in existence in 1787, as Phillip L
Powys the elder was selling a brick kiln, kiln house and outhouses, stock working frames
stands and a cottage in Goriñg Heath; these were stated to be in the possession of John
Wilson Cheyney and late of John Cox, these presumably were both brickmakers(13). The
final reference found was in the Goring Heath parish register where somebody named Föster
is described as having a brick kiln in 1834.

After this period I have found no further records of a brick kiln, but according to a first
series Ordnance Survey 6 inch map there was a kiln at Greenmoor Hill as well as one where
the Chiltern Queens garage is situated.
When Mary Kift , Manan Fallowfield and I explored the Eastfield area we found that the
shaws were bounded by wood banks which were roi.mdec' and spreading) seeming to indicate
that they were medieval in origin. The northerr and southern shaws had many coppice stools
of hazel and ash with some beech, many of them appearing ancient. There were also some
standard trees , mainly oak with some other Spécies The western shaw was mainly conifer
with some coppice on the edges The field boundçd by these shaws was divided into threç
paddocks by post and wire fences and used for horse grazing. On the edge of Eastfield Lane
there were signs of clay removal which were rather overgrown. North of the shaws there
were several buiidings, the one on the lane was divIded into two houses, one of which nïight
be contemporary with Mary Hedges and the other more modern. Standing back from the
lanè there was a house that might have formed part of the barn at even kiln in the 18th
century. These cottages or-the ist Series O.S. map of 1877 are called Pqtkiln Cottages.
.

Clapits Wood is full of old clay workings and was obviously the ource of clay for bricks and
tile.. In Greenmoor there is a pond and there were two more in the past, which may have
been one source of water for the bricks. Incidentally these ponds were also used to obtain
water for the local people, before mthns supply caine.

Nowadays our bricks are brought frori hiige brickworks often a long distance away, but in
the past, whçre there was suitable clay, there were many small brick and tile works often in
close proximIty to woods for the fuel, and to soUrce óf water.

a
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SOME ANGLO-SAXON FIELD NAMES IN THE OLD PARISH OF CAVERSHAM
AND THEIR PROBABLE MEANINGS

MaiyKift

.

shape, size,
Part of parish survey work inevitably leads into the investigation of fields; their
and
situation and names, and some of the latter are fascìnating. A few have ancient origins
remain obscure
can be identified, other. are more uncertain to interpret while some have to
and unknown
.

the
Margaret Gelling a leading authority on place names, and this includes fields, divides be
shall
we
sectión
the
first
is
It
nómenclatural.
and
origins into two sections, topographical
and thçrefore
dealing with in this article. People in early times were much closer to the land
very
existence.
theìr
it
controlled
looked at it in far greater depth for
were several
In the old pàrish of Caversharn before the boundaries altered in 1853, there
and 14th
13th
of
the
beginning
the
as
interesting fields. Twó are mentioned as early
map of
the
accompanying
and
list
centuries respèctively. Many are found on the Tithe Award
an
is
also
There
origins.
for
their
1845; these form a useful basis to begin the. search
Pearman's
and
2/189)
LR
Office
invaluable toyal survey dated 155162 (Public Record
Historical notes on Caversham takes us back even further with research by this Victorian
her
béai historian. These, togetherwith. Margaret Gellings' Place names in the landscape and
Sweèts'
Of
glossary
the
Place names in Berkshire, John Field's English field named and
following
Anglo-Saxon ,Primer, have made it possible to interpret with some certainty the
enough
is
there
but
field ùames. However. the spellings have changed over the years.
are
onwards
evidence to prove that these fields with their early namés from the 13th century
thqse on the Tithe Award of 1 845.
.

.

in the
Several an,cent field names in Cversharn have already. been the basis of an article more
are
the
S.O.A..G. Bulletin of 1993 (A 1-Jistorical Landscape by Pat Prece); however
enlarging this
thus
mentioned,
those
close
to
lié
and
some
origins
with probable Anglo-Saxon
:
area of éarjy habitation.
.

.

.

extended
The old parish of Caversham, like most Oxfordshire parishes bordering the Thames,
open
laige
were
there
Although
beyond
I-fills
from the river flood plain to the Chiltern
there
were
Hemdean,
and
Bahners
fields,
West
arid
fields for the community such as the East
which
*oodlands
the
fiom
been
had
that
assarted
many small fields or clQses in the uplthids
once covered the hil1.
.

.

.

.
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Morris Dean SU 67/77 701770
close to Appledon, Barcroft
This field ñame has one of the more fascinating origms. It lies
previously as an area of early
and Hoeland, all fields with Anglo-Sâxon meanings mentioned later it was Morrow Deane
colonisation. In 1845 it was called Morris Dean, but a year
held by Richard Stevens.
(O.R.O, PG 1/13). The survey of 1551 refets to it as Morydene
comes from Morge-gifu, the Anglo-Saxon
According to John Field it is possible that
on their wedding day.
bride
(0E) for a pIece of land given by a man to his
'Mory1

Great and Little Pucks SU67/77 705788
although by 1845 it was
seems from the Survey of 1551 that this was one large field,
Furoe had amalgamated
Richard
recorded as two. In 1551 it was also divided into strips and
to the whole area.
later
name
its
his strips into a 10 acre close called Pucks which gave
field name 'Puck'
the
that
state
Although there is no earlier reference, M. Gelling and J. Field
might have been
name
This
can be traced to puca (0E) meaning land haunted by goblíns.
by the Anglounderstood
not
given to places where there was an echo or ancient earthwork
Saxons
It.

.

.

Bugs Bottom 709778
Local knowledge and oral
This may be another piece of land connected with the supernatural.
on any map is found the
tradition may play a great part in interpreting this name. Nowhere
marked as Hemdean
clearly
name Bugs Bottom for this dry chalk valley. On all maps it is
village of
Thameside
the
Bottom; yet for a long time it has been called 'Bugs Bottom'. From
Shipnells
at
ends
it
where
Caversham this little valley runs 2 miles north into the hills
farm.
close called Bugende. Buglande
In 1551 there is mention of a close called Shipnells adjoining a
There are two possible
was also nearby. On the O.S. maps Shipnells Farm is marked.
however M. Gelling says it
meanings for 'Bug'. In Sweets Bugan means a bend or incline;
valley and a slight bend where
means a hob-goblin. There is an incline on both sides of the
equally the valley
Gravel Hill runs down to Shipnells Farm. This could have been Buglande; and hobgoblins!
was remote before 1551 - a likely place for imagination, superstition been applied to
have gradually
Buglande and Bugende at the Shipnell end of the valley must
close to fields in P. Preece's
is
Bottom
Bugs
the whole area. It is worth noting that

article.
Shipnells 705766

for Arthur West held a
Spelt Shypnells in 1551 this piece of land was divided into strips,
rods. By 1845 it was
two
had
close in it, Simon Whytell had one acre and Richard Furrowe
a pair of Victorian
mentioned,
called Shipnells, and at the end of the century, as already
Cottages were, and still are, called Shipnells Farm.
count of 8 species in the
The hollow way from Shipnells to Chalkhouse Green has an average
there are spindle and
both
in
hedge on its eastern side, the west is less rich having 6.5;
(the farm stands at
hazel. The lane from Kidmore Road to Emmer Green, passing Shipnells its south side and
7
on
of
the crossing of these ancie'it tracks) has an average hedge count
present.
are
maple
field
and
hazel
5.5 on its northern - again spindle,
translates as shippon on a
It seems that the name evolves from scypen (0E) hill, which
hill.
The Hayles 713770
and Morris Dean. In
Little can be written about this field but it is not far from Shipnells
32

1551 Arthur West held a close of 6 acres called The Hayles and by 1845 it was still called the
same, but had doubled in size. According to Margaret Gelling the Anglo-Saxon 'halg' means
nook. while John Field translates haig' as land in a secluded hollow. Having seen the area
this is an apt description. The old hollow way that passes it, running from Tnners farm to
Emmer Green has an average hedge count of 6.5 on the eastern side and includes spindle,
hazel and field maple. The Hayles is now part of a golf course and lies in a hollow on this
eastern side as the track rises uphill to Emmer Green.

Great Raddish 706794
This is an early field first mentioned in 1307 (Historical Notes on Caversham). In an Inquest
made after the death of Joan de Clair, her son being a minor of 17, there is mention of
William atte Rodich a cottager and Alice atte Rodich holding a tenement. This probably
means that they lived in the vicinity. In 1551 Simon Whythill had a close of 10 acres called
Radyche. By 1845 there is mention of a field called Great Raddish then 24 acres in size.
Margaret Gelling gives the Anglo-Saxon 'ruh' for rough and 'dish' or 'dich' being ditch.
When field walking a deep ditch was discovered on the northern side, which was hedged on
the far side and on dating this an average hedge count of 7 species was found. Another,
eastern field boundary on the Gallowstree to Sonning Common Road, which is also the parish
boundary, had a ditch and a hedge with an average count of 7. Bluebells were evident in the
base of both hedges. On the west side is Burr wood probably from the Anglo-Saxon 'bearu'
meaning grove or isolated wood. Part of Burr wood may have been assarted to increase the
size of this field by 184.5. It, too, contains a mass of bluebells.
Left hand and Right hand Ray 728744

These are two fields down beside the Thames. They are mentioned in 1845 and can still be
found at Deans farm on the edge of the oldest part of Caversham. Most of the farmland is
now under water because of gravel extraction but Left and right Hand, Ray remain.
They are probably ancient meadows. and in 1551 John Mylnes held half a virgate in land
called Reyley. In 1663 there is reference to '. .all that parcell of lande called Capull alias
Riley' (Oxford Archives, Misc Ri I/i). By 1845 the naine had become Ray, but long before
there lived in Caversham in 1307 a Roger de Ruleghe - surely another form of Reyley or
.

Riley.

.

M. Gelling quotes Ray as being the Saxon name for land by a river and 'leali' as meadow,

lhus we have Rayleah.

.

Hay Firty 738478

this was another riverside field at Dèans farm, but unforthnately it is now under
water. It also has an early reference, in 1314 it was known as Fortheye (M. Gelling, Place
Names of Berkshire, 1972, p.182). By 1551 it had become Fortye and was described as a
hedged pasture. The Tithe Award refers to it as Hay Forty and shows it lying beside the
Thames and bordered on one side by a.strear and near Caversham Marsh. The Anglo-Saxon
or 'hay'
'fàrö' means. is1anc in marshland or higher ground surrounded by w4ter and 'ghaeg'
is.a hedge.
In
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The Hars
A group of several fields, all starting. rith 'har' are interesting in the Tithe Award M. Gelling
tränsiates it as land on a boundaiy, ard all these fields ¿re on Or very close to parish
boundaries. they are mostly in the hills. Chalky Hargoód (691786) lies Òn the boundary of
.

Cdversham and Mapledurham parishes and xearby are Hargood and Pit Hargood. Adjoining
fields are called Harksmoor, Hither Harksmòor and Further Harksmoor. The western edge
Qf Chalky Hargöod has an average hedgç cOunt of 7 species.
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Harneyfield is also in the Tithe Award (721782). Known as Hernys in 1551 this field lles to
the east of Caversham on the parish boundary with Shiplake.
At Deans far'm, beside the Thames are several islands or eyots; some man made linking
streams and ditches to the river for csier beds. Here in 1307 was a meadow called 'Herdyng
med& which had become Hergyn eiat& by 1493 and Hargeynge Eyott in 1502. In 1551 it
was Argyng Heatt and once again there was a change of spelling in 1845 to Harden Eyotts
(742747). This man made eyot borders the Thames,'the natural boundary between Berkshire
and Oxfordshire and on the Berkshire bank is the parish or Earley.

Although Harden Eyotts and Harney field may have a less certain connection with 'har'
nevertheless they liç on the border with another parish and in the case of Harden Eyotts, a
county boundary.
With Caversham mentioned in Domesday (John Morris Ed. Domesday Book Oxfordshire,
Phillimore 1978) and having a Saxon lord, Swein befOre 1066, there is every possibility that
some, at least, of the ficid names mentioned in this article and the previous one by Pat
Preece, go back to Saxon times.
,

THE TALAYOTIC MONUMENTS OF MA.JORCA
Gay Butt

During the second and first millennia BC, large numbers of stone monuments were
constructed on the Balearic islands of Majorca and Menorca. The most common and widely
distributed monuments are the 'talayots' literally 'watchtowers' They range in size from
12-20m diameter and are either round or rectangular in shape; the width of the remaining
walls allows us tò estimate an original height of some 6m. Adjoining thesç structures are
stone-built room units, and it was to excavate those surrounding Talayot 3 (T3) at Son
Ferrandell Oleza, Majorca, that I went in September 1993 as a second-year archaeology
student from Reading University, part of a team of 10 students under the direction of Dr.
Bob Chapmañ.
.

,

The site is located at the foot of a limestone ridge (see site löcation map) with stunning views
back to the small town of Validemossa, 2km to the east To reach the sìte we had to walk
about half a mile through rock-strewn, thistle-studded olive groves and then clamber over a
6-foot stone wall topped with barbed wire. On Day i we had to trañsport all the equipment
we would need for 25 people (us plus Earthwatch contingent) for three weeks, ranging from
9m2 drawIng frame to a very large pump-action water pistol, purely for cooling-off
purpOses. . . A limited area of one of the house units at T3 had been - inexpertly - excavated
in 1978 by a team of Earthwatchers, and valuable days of careful plotting of finds were
wasted when a large black plastic sheet was finally uncovered, indicating the level which had
been reached 15 years previously. Needless to say, no excavatíon. report existed to warn us
of this. amä.teur exercise.

Continuity of occupan at T3 was established through reliable contextual finds in situ;
sherds ranged from the. coarse (ju.st) post - Talayotic through to the smooth sandy Punic to
red Roman Samian. It will be some little while before we can obtain radiocarbon dates for
these and other finds, such as concentrations of charcoal and charred seeds recovered
through flotation. For once, washing and sorting the fiñds was a pleasure, as the laboratory
was situated on the rooftop of our research centre in the beautiful mountainous village of
Deyà. With Rodrigo's Concierto de Aranjuez on th cassette player and a crate of chilled San
Miguel, processing was no drudgery!
.

.
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.

.

The whole T3 site, excluding the talayot, was meticulously plotted using the large drawing
frame which had. adjustable legs to cope with the terrain. The finished drawings which are
now being produced in the Department are very impressive, and clearly show the individual
room units (which to Bob Chapman were always obvious I must confess that in the hot sun
and dust, and surrounded by thousands of rocks which were predominantly 'tumble', it did at
times seem to me a hopeless muddle, but then it was my first excavation).

Working. as we did in temperatures of up to 900 for three weeks, with one day off a week,
we still felt we had drawn the 'long straw' when we considered our fellow students back
home in England where the excavations ranged from the southern Hebrides to Salisbury Plain
(and in a very cool, damp English summer too). Our forced breaks for water, every 40
minutes or so, gave us plenty of time for conjecture as to what purpose the talayots had
Were they élite residences ritual centres , refuges or just what their
served in antiquity
(modern) name implies - watchtowers? This question has not been satisfactorily ánswered,
but we were all agreed that we wouldn't mind goiñg back to gather more evidence....
.

.
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and unusual book which
The common stream by Rowland Parker (Paladin 1979) is a delightful
the
stream that has always
and
Cambridgeshire,
covers 2000 years of the history of Foxton,
and imaginative
accurate
to
an
have
contributed
run through it. Thirteen years of research
more
discovered
perhaps,
has,
Parker
Rowland
presentation of the facts in story form.
elsewhere.
even
or
England
in
village
about Foxton than is known about any other similar
has learnt! This book is
One cannot stop reading it and being amazed at how much one
local history and is an
and
surveys
highly recommended to those interested in village
and houses and the
names
of
lists
excellent example of how interesting old documents,
and sensitivity in
imagination
a
little
with
conversations of old inhabitants can be when spiced
the telling.

Prehistoric houses in Britain by Malcolm L. Reid (Shire Archaeology 70,

£3.95).

to the Iron Age.
This is a very good introduction to the form of houses from the Mesolithic
and the excavation
It covers the material and surviving evidence, techniques of construction
of prehistoric houses.

England, Wales and.
There are chapters on the houses to be found' in Scotland. and northern
in some detail.
south west England, and south east and central England, which are described
In the last chapter the social background of the houses is examined.
found, particularly, in the
The most complete remains of stone Neolithic dwellings are to be
in Wales and south
houses
comparable
Skara
in
the
Orkneys;
Brae
north of Britain, notably
in shape.
rectangular
are
period
this
of
houses
The
vestigial.
west England are relatively
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brochs of north Scotland and
This changed into a circular pattern in the Bronze Age when
sometimes with the round
and
period,
the double-ring round houses are found. At the same
of a similar pattern of
presence
the
stones remains, are found wooden post-holes denoting
in the Levels, even
found
are
remains
wooden huts. In Somerset, the most complete wooden
dwellings can be
these
of
pattern
the
showing thetypes of joints used. If Butser is visited,
houses became
the
influence,
During the Iron Age, mostly thanks to Roman
seen.
of
Chysauster in
houses
the
courtyard
rectangular in shape again and some variations such as
Cornwall are found
the point made that the only
The actual construction of all these houses is examined, and
hearth and/or primitive
central
natural light was from the door or porch, and that only the
lamps would have provided other illumination.
.

(Shire Archaeology 34, £3.95).
The Gods of Roman Britain by Miranda J. Green
emphasises its popularity. It is a well
This book reprinted for the third time, which
by the Romans.
illustrated book showing the wealth of sculpture left
clung to their old gods: these appear alongside
The Britons when adopting the Roman culture
Roman god, but in one stature wears a
the Roman gods. Mercury is the best represented for their own. The British gods were
him
silver torc showing how the Britons had adopted
been found to them. Nodens, a wholly
have
inscriptions
rarely shown in human form but
as a dog. Apart from the usual Roman
British god, is sometimes thought to be portrayed Celtic gods there are the eastern deities
gods, such as Apollo, Venus and Jupiter, and the
London.
such as Mithras, whose temple was excavated in
The Christian
as well as St
many areas.
(Cambs) with

church site is mentioned
period is explored in the final chapter; the Silchestermonogram were found in
Albans. Various inscriptions bearing the chi-rho
was found at Water Newton
An important Christian gold and silver hoard
some of them having a gilt chi-rho.

Dyer (Shire Books 283, £6.99).
Discovering Prehistoric England, edited by James
in the eight books of the 'Discovering
Descriptions of these sites were originally published
brought up to date and others added.
Regional Archaeology' series. These have been
to be an excellent book. However, it is
As a general picture of sites to be visited, this seems
two stretches, one from the Hendreds to
puzzling that the Grims Ditch is mentioned in
where is the south Oxfordshire length
Blewbury and the other in north Oxfordshire: but
is Castle Grove in Checkendon,
from Goring to Nuffield? Another disappointing omissionis ignored.
and what about Bozedown? As usual, south Oxfordshire
(Shire Books 272, £5.99).
Discovering Roman Britain, edited by David E. Johnston
sites
Archaeology' , has a new approach to the
This although based on 'Discovering Regional
Leslie
including
are five other contributors,
of Roman Britain. Apart from the editor there
Grinsell.
sites. It is divided into counties and sites
lt seems to be a good guide to the main Roman There is a list of Roman emperors and their
alphabetically and therefore will be easy to use.
outline of the Romans in Britain.
dates which could be very useful, It also has a historical
with a brief bibliography.
At the back there are some clear maps along
well
Hill and Silchester, and seem to be
Some local sites are mentioned, such as Lowbury some of the Roman towns appears to be
of
covered for a book of this nature. The write-up with you when visiting a strange area.
take
to
book
be
a
to
good and it certainly seems
,
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BANK RECONCILIATION

SOUTH OXFORDSHIRE ARCHAEOLOGICAL GROUP
RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDING 28 FEHRUARY 1993

£470.50
11.88

Balances on 29.2.93
Current A/C
Deposit A/C
Cash

TOTAL

£709.26

TOTAL

£648.22

Difference

(L61.04)

£15.00

Gift tokens

Sales
103.45
Shire Books (1)
147.00
Party tickets (2)
31.20
Party raffle tickets (2)
1.00
History of Crowmarsh (book)

Purchases
Shire Books (1)
Party drinks (2)

Miscellaneous
Coach fares (5)

Printing and stationery
Bulletin 1991
Programme 1992

75.00

Lecture expenses
March (AGM)
April
May
October
November
December

68.94
41.37

TOTAL

Audited and found correct

(3)

10.00
10.00
10.00
17.60
17.60
21.20

Miscellaneous (4)
B & B for Gatehampton Survey 48.00
75.00
Coach Fares (5)
132.16
expenses (6)
President
8.28
Treasurer's expenses
1.92
Bulletin Editors expenses
61.04
£901.07

£84.48
551.54
12.20

260.00
24.00

Subscriptions and affiliations
100.00
Langtree Adult Ed. Centre
12.00
Oxford Arch. Hist. Soc.
6.00
CHA Group 9
12.00
Current Archaeology
10.00
Butser Ancient Farm

Excess of payments
over receipts
TOTAL

£156.20
539.66
13.40

PAYNENTS

RECEIPTS

Subscriptions/donations
Deposit Account Interest

Balances on 29.2.92
Current A/C
Deposit A/C
Cash

G.D. Sharpe
Hon. Treasurer
3

M.

Todd

Hon. Auditor

6.3.92

March 1993

6

6.3.92

March 1993

NOTES
(f103.45 less

(1)

The profit on Shire Books in 1992/93 was £34.51
£68.94).

(2)

The profit on the New
£41.37).

(3)

The difference in fees paid reflects the travel expenses paid to some
The
of the lecturers who had a considerable distance to travel.
basic fee is £10.00 plus fares (or 20p/mile transport).

(4)

The £48.00 Bed and Breakfast for the Gatehampton Geophysical Survey
was paid on behalf of Mr Joep Orbons who undertook the survey.

(5)

The Coach Fares element for the June 1992 Fishbourne outing - SOAG
There was no profit
booked the coach and the members paid SOAG back.
or loss.

(6)

Presidents Expenses

£901.07

due in 1991/92.

Years party was £136.83 (L147.00

+

£31.20 less

- Mrs Graham-Kerr omitted to claim some expenses
These have now been re-imbursad.
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